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ABOUT  REACO

 REACO has been commissioned by a team of investors who have strived to build a 
legacy ecosystem that re�ects their accomplishments in life. While catering to the 
needs of like-minded connoisseurs through bringing to them a Boutique NFT 
Marketplace, Team REACO also wanted to give a taste of luxury to REACO�s 
worldwide token holders through its revolutionary super-staking platform.

At REACO, we like to do things differently! That's why apart from the regular 
staking options, we are bringing to you Super-staking Pools. These pools will yield 
real-world incentives such as complimentary stays in your dream destinations, 
supercar experiences, discounts on property purchases, hotel bookings, restaurants, 
spas and much more while also offering breathtaking prizes through our Luxury 
Raf�e Pools.

While building on the token's 'Super-staking Pools' concept, REACO aims to add 
unique real-world collectibles to its treasury, the future upside of which will be 
distributed amongst the Super-staking Pool stakers. Another one of REACO's key 
future goals is to develop luxury physical real estate and make the REACO investors 
fractional owners in proportion of their investment in the REACO's DeFi ecosystem. 
These will be �rst of their kind DeFi usages in the crypto world and would ensure that 
the TVL of the Project has hard assets to boast of; not just borrowed tokens from a 
partner DeFi protocol. 

REACO's boutique NFT Marketplace will allow connoisseurs from across the globe 
to not just get their tailor-made NFTs designed by creative minds with an inherent eye 
for luxury but also get those freshly minted NFTs installed into Token Frames and 
delivered to their doorsteps
While building on the token's 'Super-staking Pools' concept, REACO aims to add 
unique real-world collectibles to its treasury, the future upside of which will be 
distributed amongst the Super-staking Pool stakers. Another one of REACO's key 
future goals is to develop luxury physical real estate and make the REACO investors 
fractional owners in proportion of their investment in the REACO's DeFi ecosystem. 
These will be �rst of their kind DeFi usages in the crypto world and would ensure that 
the TVL of the Project has hard assets to boast of; not just borrowed tokens from a 
partner DeFi protocol!



SUPER STAKING PLATFORM

We are bringing to you a revolutionary Super Staking 
Platform that yields real-world rewards, luxury prizes and 
exclusive lifestyle perks. All this, in addition to high APYs 
in crypto with in-house auto-compounding. REACO - 
Connecting  the Real World.

NFT MARKETPLACE

Our boutique NFT marketplace loves to spoil the 
connoisseurs! Every time a bespoke NFT is purchased, we 
install it in a physical digital Tokenframe and deliver it to 
their doorsteps. They also get a complimentary 
membership of our signature Metaverse Arts Club where 
they get to mingle with the Crème de la crème.

THE REACO SHOP

The Holders of REACO tokens and NFTs get exclusive 
access to the REACO Shop. The users can buy their choice 
of merchandise outright or the REACO Community can bid 
for items such as limited edition REACO Merchandise 
through embedded auctioning facility.



REACO WALLET

REACO Wallet is easy to use comes with friendly interface, 
you can Send, Receive and Store various Crypto Currencies 
and stable coins safely and securely with the Reaco Wallet 
mobile app. Reaco wallet provides you with a secure access 
key that keeps your assets safe against unauthorized access.

REACO METAVERSE

ReacoMetaverse is a fully Decentralized Virtual World. We 
handed over control to the people who create and play in 
this Virtual Space. You can Build and Monetize your 
Gaming Experience.Games will have its own Governing 
Planet. Where you can purchase own piece of that planet.

REACO AI TRADING

Reaco launch the Fully Centralized AI Powered Crypto 
Currency Exchange with Launchpad and Staking 
Mechanism. Reaco Exchange helps you to  Earn Pro�t with 
Smart and intelligent  AI BOTS. The Reaco AI Exchange 
will allow you to Trade with almost Zero Transaction Fees.



KEY POINTS

� P2E GAME

� NFT& Marketplace

� Auto Rewards

� Blockbuster Experience

� KYCAudited

� Strong Community

� Huge Marketing

� Big Roadmap

� Reaco Shop

� Reaco Exchange

� Reaco Wallet and Swap

� ReacoMetaverse



IDO Details

Token Ticker: REACO

Token Name                     : REACO TOKEN

Total Supply                     : 1,00,000,000,000

Contract Address  

:0x7f7cd2671a01e684c5b532c063708f40cbe8c4b8

� BURN- 25%

� Marketing - 10%

� Liquidity - 60%

� Founders- 5%

Tax: 5% Buy/Sell:



ROADMAP 

We are planning to push at this point and advertise EVERYWHERE, we 
have collected a huge budged from external investors. At the early stage, 
we will get listed on CoinGecko&CoinMarketCap, it will give us huge 
exposure and will fuel up our marketing wallet. Then we will start 
advertising on different magazines & crypto websites (i.e Crypto 
Ranking Platforms & Crypto Chart Platforms). 

Phase 1
Website, Whitepaper, DEX Smart Contracts Development, Pre-Sale 
Contract, Pre-Sale Frontend, Locked LP & Vesting Release on BSC. 

Phase 2
Super Staking Platform Launch, Boutique NFT Marketplace - Alpha 
Release, Website Enhancement &DApp Design, Boutique NFT 
Marketplace - Beta Release, REACO Wallet Launch The REACO Shop 
Launch, Release on ETH, Release on FTM, Metaverse Arts Club

Phase 3
NFT Mobile App, More Limited Edition NFT Collections, Release on 
Polygon, Own Price Charts, Release on SOL, DeFi -> Real World Asset 
(project launch), Migration to full 3D Boutique NFT Marketplace

Phase 4
Release on Avalanche, REACO Swap,Reaco AI Exchange Advanced 
Chart Features, Venture into GameFi 



VISION

REACO is the revolutionary token bringing real-
world rewards to investors by linking the 
Metaverse with reality. Revolutionary super-
staking pools deliver returns while unlocking 
exclusive lifestyle perks. With a Boutique NFT 
Market Place, REACO Shop and more!
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